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To help women tackle both personal and professional
obstacles, prevent burnout, and uplift their overall
well-being, unlocking their untapped potential.

For Elle, holistic abundance
transcends the boundaries of

mere financial success. It
combines professional

excellence, personal fulfillment,
and holistic well-being. Through

this groundbreaking program,
Elle empowers multinational
women to break free from

 self-imposed barriers.

After embracing a new life in a
foreign land, Elle established

the Women of the World
Network® — a supportive

entrepreneurial community that
celebrates the triumphant
narratives of women from

across the globe. The network's
anthologies consistently

dominate Amazon's
International Charts.

As a keynote speaker and a
podcast host, Elle is a force of
nature, captivating audiences

with her dynamic presence
and profound insights,

inspiring and empowering
audiences with the three core

pillars of her philosophy:
Freedom, Fulfillment, and

Fabulousness. 

Abundance, Happiness, Freedom, Growth,
Clarity, and Wellness form the crux of her
approach and philosophy.

To see a world where women are not only
healthy and happy but also economically
and financially empowered, devoid of
any restraints.

Mission

Free, Fulfilled, and 
Fabulous Program 

Women of the
World Network® 

Elle Speaks

Values

Vision

Elle Ballard is a catalyst for transformation, igniting change
in the lives of women across the world. She is a dynamic
Holistic Abundance Mentor, Founder of the Women of the
World Network®, accomplished author, and a captivating
speaker who takes her clients on transformative journeys of
personal growth and empowerment. 



Our Services

HighlightsProgram
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Retreats

Tailored for women, these retreats are Immersive experiences that focus on
recalibrating mindsets and igniting personal and professional transformation.

The Free, Fulfilled, and
Fabulous (FFF) Program

A comprehensive journey towards
financial freedom, personal
fulfillment, and holistic well-being.

Empowering women to achieve financial
autonomy and inner peace to take charge
of their destinies.

Free

Helping women to align their professional
lives with their true passions, ensuring both
profit and personal satisfaction.

Fulfilled

Emphasizing self-care, and mental,
physical, and spiritual well-being through
a holistic approach. 

Fabulous

Detox your mind and body 

With the Rumba Goddess and Bachata Goddess, dive
deep to rediscover your inherent feminine energy and
inner power in a transformative journey that
encompasses the mind-body-soul connection, the power
of thought, and much more.

Your Truth

Ready to embark on a transformative journey with Elle? 
Dive deep and challenge your boundaries with Elle Ballard today.

Uncover what’s needed for your next level through your
individual money archetype reading and break money
ceilings with the Paso Doble. (Two of these sessions are
customizable based on where you are and your needs. We
can work on any business-specific sessions.) 

Implementing what you learn

Your New Reality

Conclude the transformative workshop with a discovery
game developed using a unique combination of ancient
wisdom and sacred numerology for deeper manifestation
to solidify your journey's insights.

Carry abundance and growth into your everyday life

Closing Game Session 

Wake up your powerful internal compass and learn how it
contributes to your purpose and energy. In the Waltz
Goddess session, you will discover how Kaizen planning
can help you laser-focus on the key areas of your life,
helping you understand who you are and what you desire.

Aligning desires and visions

Your Life by Design


